MAKE THE 2021 STATE CONFERENCE MORE EXCITING!
WE NEED PHOTOS OF YOUR FCCLA MEMBERS AND ACTIVITIES
Throughout the virtual general sessions of the 2021 state conference, we will have several opportunities to share photos of your chapter members. See the examples below for ideas of the various types of pictures we need. Surprise your students when they see themselves as part of the session! We also want photos of all chapter advisers for our Adviser Appreciation segment of the Closing Session. Please send us your photo!

ALL CHAPTERS PLEASE SEND:
Photo/s for the Chapter Banner Parade in the Beyond Measure Session. Include your banner or school name.

Please send: A photo for each program award application submitted to national FCCLA by March 1.

Please send: Multiple photos of various chapter members and activities.

Masks are not a problem!

WHEN WILL PHOTOS BE SHOWN?
During all virtual general sessions for:
- Chapter Banner Parade
- FCCLA Program Awards
- Public Relations Awards
- Adviser/s Appreciation
- Donations to the Outreach Project
- Outstanding Chapter Awards
- Membership Recognition
- STAR Events Participants

Send all photos by March 5 to Connie Rhoton: crhoton@mecc.edu